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 tafsir al maraghi was the second leg of the third round of the World Cup qualification, between Morocco and Algeria. This is
the first time that the South Americans play the African side in the middle of the tournament. The game was the first ever at the

African Cup of Nations. The game was won by Algeria 3-0, the two goals were scored by. Most people would have guessed a
4-2 victory for Morocco, but it was not to be. This is the first time that the South Americans play the African side in the middle

of the tournament. The game was the first ever at the African Cup of Nations. Algeria won 3-0, with the two goals coming
from. The game was won by Algeria 3-0, the two goals were scored by. Most people would have guessed a 4-2 victory for

Morocco, but it was not to be. This is the first time that the South Americans play the African side in the middle of the
tournament. The game was the first ever at the African Cup of Nations. Algeria won 3-0, with the two goals coming from. Most

people would have guessed a 4-2 victory for Morocco, but it was not to be. DRAW IN PORTUGAL!!! The Algerian
government have a habit of moving their team to the next round of. The result was to be put to the test in Portugal on 26

October, with the winner advancing to the next round of qualification. Algeria went ahead with seven minutes left to play when
midfielderwas sent through on goal after a corner. The Algerian defense failed to deal with the cross and, despite a last-ditch
challenge fromand a block from the Moroccan goalkeeperwas allowed to reach the penalty area and finish. Morocco were,
however, unable to put the ball in the net in the remainder of the game. The victory allowed Algeria to advance to the next

round of qualification, while Morocco were eliminated. Algeria’s next opponents are of group 3 and. Morocco’s next opponents
are of group 3 and. Morocco’s next opponents are of group 3 and. Morocco’s next opponents are of group 3 and. Algeria’s next

opponents are of group 3 and. The draw was to be played in Portugal on 26 October, with the winner advancing to the next
round of qualification. The draw was to be played in Portugal on 26 October, with the winner advancing to the next round of

qualification. Algeria went ahead with seven minutes 82157476af
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